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Considerations about how often shipments must be consolidated are
overlooked, because it is assumed that the customer cannot wait on the
delivery. However, case studies performed by FREJA 4PL Services have shown
a great potential saving in transportation costs if consolidation is done less
frequent.
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By consolidating shipments less
frequent, it is possible to achieve
significant savings in costs of
transportation, due to the economics
of scale benefit. A case study
performed by FREJA 4PL Services
showed an exponential coherence
between price and consolidation
interval. For the specific customer,
this meant a possible 17% saving in
cost of transportation just by
structuring consolidation to once
each day. If consolidation frequency
is shifted 5 days, the savings will
increase to 38%.
 
The first step is to identify the
potential from historical shipping 

statistics. Hereafter, realize the profit
by introducing an operational
logistics model, to the benefit of both
customer satisfaction and your
earnings.
A switch in the frequency of
consolidation will have a negative
impact on the delivery time to your
customers. However, the negative
change may be compensated by both
reduced transportation costs and
other possibilities for your business.
These possibilities include utilizing
the new operational logistics model
to negotiate better invoicing terms
from the logistics provider, which
may enable a better cash flow; shift 
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to production of bigger batches,
which may reduce production costs;
or offer better invoicing terms to your
customer.
 
There is not one right solution for all,
but we at FREJA 4PL Services believe
that it is important that the choices
you make for your business are made
 

consciously and with as much data to
support it as possible. Therefore, do
not decide on your consolidation
strategy without knowing the
involved costs and outweigh the
terms you can offer your customers
and the terms you can get from your
suppliers.

Figure 1. An exponential coherence is seen between consolidation interval and costs of transport
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Are you interested in
hearing how FREJA 4PL
Services may help you? 

 
Contact Head of Digital &

Innovation,
Kenneth Sandgaard, on

ksa@freja.com or on +45
9670 5360.

How to get started
 
1. Analyze your historical
shipments
 
2. Reevaluate your
consolidation strategy
based on the previously
found potential and your
customers’ expectations
 
3. Apply your new
consolidation strategy in
cooperation with your
customers and logistics
partners


